
...but I can make it come true toniqhi.
Doctor Who: The Movie had good production values and performances. It was popular in Britain but wasn't allowed to

capitalise on its popularity. On this much, most people seem to agree. When the DocSoc showed it live (clever old BBC, putting it
on a Monday), 65 people turned up at our old room in Mansfield College, though admittedly not one of these casual attendees
came back the following week. Buy Mat a drink and he'll tell you how he happened to mention to Terrance Dicks, across the
table at Paul and Caroline Cornell's wedding reception, how he knew someone who had got into Who through the TV Movie
(guess who that was!). Terrance was amazed. Buy Mat a lot of drinks and he'll try to convince you that the mid-90's BBC saw
sales of Who product drying up. It turned out that 84 new minutes were enough to reinvigorate the merchandise market so the
BBC didn't feel the commercial need to make any more. The moral of this story is of course that you should never buy Mat
drinks.

One can, though, certainly be forgiven for seeing the Movie as a sop to a then-vocal pressure group and producer, churned out
by the highly efficient American TVM machine like a prototype GM buffalo and then dumped because it wasn't meaty enough
for the US burger industry: a low-risk, low-cost, low-interest investment by the BBC. But what exactly was wrong with it? Did it
fail because the Americans alone didn't like it? If so, why didn't they?

Should it have taken less than three or four sections (between US ad-breaks) before McGann appeared - and almost the same
number again before his character knows who he is? Do the cuts improve the Movie by getting McGann on the screen sooner?
Should it have been a regeneration story at all? The idea of coming back to life is integral to the plot and highly appropriate, of
course, to a TV revival. This means that having Sylvester as the Doctor at the beginning of the film makes sense. But McGann is
a far better actor than McCoy and deserves the maximum amount of screen time. One could be forgiven for thinking that the main
reason McCoy has been worked into the film is as a fan-pleasing tribute exercise trying to right the wrongs of Time and the Rani
and to give the whole thing canonical legitimacy. Hence the film does not start with, say, the dying Doctor being wheeled into the
hospital, his possessions being examined by somebody, who finds an urn containing ... Three minutes tops, and then you have
loads more time for McGann to interact properly with more than one other character as the film proceeds naturally towards a
climax rather than an arbitrary, poorly-explained deadline. The latter was of course due in part to the script's last, late-in-the-day
rewrite not having been finished - the original threat to the Earth was to be not that Eye of Harmony silliness, but a comet, which
you can still see in one of the wrap-round, Babylon 5 style, TARDIS scanner images.

Can you stock a story full of continuity and still expect people not to judge it in terms of earlier Who? I'm not sure you can. On
top of this, the TV Movie keeps giving the impression that it's wasting time. There are very few fully-rounded characters in it:
perhaps only two, in fact. Lee is hardly three-dimensional and we find out nothing about the Master during the course of the
Movie except that he's nasty and he's dying. There are plenty oflittle cameos but the breathless pace of the middle of the story,
often praised, but probably really there to cover something up, means that none of them amount to very much. The notable
exception is near the beginning: Michael David Simms as Dr. Swift, vying to conceal what he thinks is medical negligence.

However, before this gets out of hand, it is worth pointing out that the inevitable result of this sort of armchair re-writing is that
sooner or later you will find you have knocked down the whole edifice and built one of your own and some people do just this. It
is very difficult to look at the TV Movie and pick out just one thing which could be changed for the better without having to
change a lot of other things to fit. This homogeneity is to the Movie's credit and it means wishful thinking about changes leads
very quickly to fiustration. It's futile, anyway. We can't turn back time, not even 84 minutes of it (it is ironic that the resolution of
the Movie's plot is to do precisely this, wiping the last two days out to start again). Yet, we try. We fervently wish the Movie
could have been more successfuL Not necessarily better 01: different, just more successful. It's exactly the same debate as the one
we've been having about Colin Baker for 16 years and about Sylvester McCoy for 13.

Surely setting the Movie in Britain wouldn't have bothered the American audience? It would have given the show something
special compared with American Henry Ford sci-fi. The main, and probably sole, reason for setting the story across the pond was
economic: Universal contributed megabucks and had a ready-made production line; the BBC, for their part, handed over one or
maybe even two soiled fivers and then went back to pressing all the self-destruct buttons on their drama department not marked
Pride and Prejudice.

Should the Movie have been this or that; done this or that? You can ask a million ''what i£t questions about it and never answer
any ofthem. Or you can say instead that the 8.99 million non-fans who saw it in the UK probably now remember very little about
it. Loads of people will tell you (try it!) that, a few years ago, there was a Doctor Who movie on TV; OK, it wasn't brilliant but
the bad stuff was all the Americans' fault. They'll also almost certainly say that McGann was good and should do some more.

The TV Movie is history. Its chance came and went six years ago. This is 2002, and under Greg Dyke, whatever you may think
of him, the prospects for the BBC Drama budget look a little brighter. Six years ago non-soap TV drama was dominated by the
ITV 9pm slot; the declining advertising market and the cessation of Nineties shows with no obvious replacements mean that this
is no longer the case. Rumours abound about 2003, the Fortieth Anniversary. The BBC will do something to mark it, it's
commercially inevitable. What form this will take is anybody's guess. But I'd be willing to bet that even the TV Movie's sternest
critics in the fan press wouldn't mind seeing Paul McGann don his curly wig again. After all, a lot of them are writing stories for
the eighth Doctor already!
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